ASI-ware for Social Services Agencies
ASI-ware SmartStart
Product Overview

ASI-ware is a web-based software application used to track and process data for agencies that
provide community-based services to clients. The system is easy to use and utilizes standard internet
browser technology for its user interface. The backend of the system utilizes MSSQL for data creation,
updating and deleting.

Our partners use ASI-ware software to simplify data management, service documentation,
and reporting so they can focus on improving the lives of their clients.
ASI-ware SmartStart is the out-of-the-box version of ASI-ware solutions. It offers an affordable and
efficient approach to implement ASI-ware solutions with a minimal upfront cost.
ASI-ware SmartStart lets you track information on clients, staff, families, organizations and various
other programs related information. It easily tracks client demographics, case notes, assessments,
progress notes, incidents, treatments and service plans, accounts, invoicing & other data
requirements.
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Let ASI-ware Manage Your Data, So You Can Manage Your Program.
Schedule a Demo Today! 937-845-1076 / info@asi-ware.com / www.asi-ware.com
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System administrators and supervisors can be given the impersonate
feature which allows them to impersonate another user on ASI-wareSmartStart. This feature allows a user to see the system exactly as the
other user sees it.
ASI-ware-SmartStart allows larger organizations who want separate
systems for different programs a single user login and password for all of
the systems and easy switching between systems.
The user can enter their own tasks or system event triggers can
automatically create tasks for cases, clients and/or users.
The ASI-ware-SmartStart system has a robust reporting engine that can
create word documents, spreadsheets, and HTML content. The reporting
engine can provide case-specific reports, productivity reports, outcome
reports, invoicing reports and various other types of reports.

Why Choose ASI-ware SmartStart
Cost - ASI-ware SmartStart is designed to allow your agency a low-cost entry point to software
implementation on a system that can evolve with your growth.
Startup Time - Many agencies lack the resources or knowledge to effectively implement a customized
software solution. ASI-ware SmartStart is an out of box offering that removes these barriers. The
functions and features offered are proven in their design and deliverability which translates to the
simplified startup process.
Full Implementation Time – ASI-ware SmartStart covers the essentials and provides a path to expedite
full implementation across your agency in a timely manner.
Change – As agencies grow, their data management needs change. By using ASI-ware SmartStart, ASIware will already understand your agency and your agency’s needs. The natural migration path between
ASI-ware Smart Start and ASI-ware will allow your agency to grow into ASI-ware with less effort, cost and
data loss than starting over with a new system. Implementation of the new functionality will be also
simplified because your staff will already be familiar with the system.

ASI-ware SmartStart: Pricing Information
Startup Fee – starts at $3,200.00 (One-Time Fee)
Customized forms, assessments, and reports are quoted separately.
Startup fee covers everything needed to get your organization set up and implemented.
The discovery process and training will be done online.
Monthly Fee – starts at $400.00 (valid for 0-80 active clients per month)
Optional: Monthly Document Retention Fee - starts at $39.45 (Up to 10 Gig Data Storage)
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